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Abstract 

Predicting the hydrotreating performance of industrial catalysts used for upgrading heavy oils is 

hampered by the unknown chemistry behind it. In this work, we have used a set of chromatographic 

and mass spectrometric techniques (APPI/ESI FT-ICR MS, FID-MS GC×GC and PFPD GC) for 

acquiring a more precise composition of the feed and products of the hydrotreatment of a blend of 

light cycle oil and scrap tire oil (20 vol%) using three benchmark catalysts: CoMo/Al2O3, 

NiMo/SiO2-Al2O3 and NiW/USY zeolite. Despite the different nature of the catalysts, the 

composition of the products was relatively similar, indicating the slower and controlled 

transformation of the heaviest molecules of the feed, particularly in tire oil. A faithful analysis of 

these molecules by combining the results of the analysis clarifies the multiple mechanics affecting 

hydrotreating simultaneously: hydrodearomatization, hydrocracking, hydrodesulfurization, 

hydrode-oxygenation and hydrodenitrification. An effort has been made to use these results in a 

quantitative manner for catalyst screening. 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays, oil refineries are facing several challenges due to the continuous decrease in the quality 

of used petroleum, the necessity to intensify the refining capacity and the increasingly strict 

environmental laws affecting fuel composition [1]. Consequently, refineries are expanding their 

activity towards new initiatives, in particular to the incorporation of non-conventional feeds, such as 

refinery secondary streams [2,3], vegetal biomass-derived streams [4,5] and wastes from the 

consumers society [6,7]. In this context is where waste-refinery, defined as the integrated 

technologies that process and co-process residual waste streams, becomes an important initiative for 

extending the lifetime and enhance the margins of the refineries. 

Within the waste with potential implementation in the waste-refinery, tires are of special interest 

due to their yearly volume dumped, environmental damage and prospective composition from 

where high quality fuels can be obtained [8]. Scrap tires should be submitted to a pyrolysis stage in 

order to obtain a liquid product that is easily manipulated or upgraded in the refinery [9], commonly 

known as scrap tire oil (STO). From the point of view of its potential as a fuel, STO has a higher 

heating value of 41–44 MJ kg-1, it is chemically stable (too), and it has a high concentration of 

fractions such as gasoline and middle distillates (boiling points = 130–350 °C). On the other hand, 

the gasoil fraction of STO has a very low cetane index (~17.6), the gasoline fraction has high 

content of aromatics (~65 wt% in total) and a very high content of heteroatoms, e.g., sulfur and 

nitrogen (~14000 and 4100 ppm, respectively) [10]. 

Considering the conventional processes available in refineries, hydroprocessing appears as the most 

suitable one to upgrade STO and other waste streams [11]. Hydroprocessing refers to two separated 

processes [12–14]: hydrotreating and hydrocracking. Hydrotreating aims at removing undesired 

impurities such as sulfur, nitrogen, oxygen, aromatics and metals, leading to the desired pathways 

of reaction: hydrodesulfurization (HDS), hydrodenitrogenation (HDN), hydrodeoxygenation 

(HDO), hydrodearomatization (HDA) and hydrodemetallization (HDM). On the other hand, 

hydrocracking (HC) transform low value heavy oil fractions into high value middle distillates using 

harsher conditions than hydrotreating. Regardless of the type of hydroprocessing, catalysts are 

mostly based on supported transition metals. Despite the composition of these catalysts may seem 

unchanged over the past decades, a great incremental performance has been observed [15,16]. The 

latest advances of hydroprocessing catalysts are, for example, synthesizing ultrafine MoNiS and 

MoCoS monolayers [17], incorporating carbides [18] or carbon-based materials [19,20] within the 

catalyst structure or adapting new metallic precursors [21]. In fact, many catalyst manufacturers 

compete in the very demanding field of hydroprocessing, with dozens of different applications to 

satisfy the demanding market. Within a large portfolio of possible feeds and products, the selection 
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of the best catalyst has been long a topic of debate, trying to define parameters to easily assess and 

predict this catalytic performance on the grounds of feed properties [22]. 

The problem associated with catalyst screening in hydroprocessing is the complexity of the process 

which involves thousands of molecules, hundreds of reaction pathways, several phases, deactivation 

and dynamic catalytic surface, among others. Thus, extracting intrinsic kinetic or catalytic 

information out of real feed is relatively difficult. Traditionally, this issue has been solved using 

representative model compounds. This approach is acceptable to select the best catalyst candidate 

but it is totally unreliable to predict the catalyst performance for STO hydroprocessing [6]. Thus, in 

such complex reaction networks, catalyst structure-activity correlations are hindered by the 

limitations to define the “activity” and because catalysts performance drops orders of magnitude 

making impossible to stablish direct correlations [6]. All in all, a fundamental understanding of the 

effect of catalyst structure on activity should be performed with model components, but any 

application of these catalysts requires an understanding of the complex kinetics involved. In this last 

point and with the advance of analytical techniques and computer-aided analysis of the data, new 

horizons are opening for extracting this particular intrinsic kinetic or catalytic information [23]. In 

this sense, ultrahigh-resolution Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry 

(FT-ICR MS) has made a great impact on petroleomics [24,25] by being able to characterize 

complex mixtures, such as heavy oil feeds [26–28] or biomass-derived streams [29–31]. In 

particular, FT-ICR MS is making a great impact in solving the mechanisms of complex catalytic 

systems, such as fluid catalytic cracking [32], hydrodemetallization [33] or hydrodenitrogenation 

[34–36]. For example, Zhang et al. [37] performed a screening of NiMo, NiW and CoMo supported 

catalysts within the shale oil hydrotreatment by using FT-ICR MS. Based on the results, NiMo 

catalyst showed the best performance in HDS and HDN. However, a more quantitative approach is 

required in order to standardize the analytical methodology, especially the use of different 

ionization methods, like electrospray ionization (ESI) and atmospheric pressure photoionization 

(APPI), which seems very important according to the previous results [38–40]. 

In this work, we have used a set of analytical techniques (APPI/ESI FT-ICR MS, FID-MS GC×GC 

and PFPD GC) for acquiring a detailed composition of the feed and products during the 

hydroprocessing of a blend of light cycle oil (LCO, a conventional secondary refinery stream) and 

scrap tire oil (STO, 20 vol%). Several hydroprocessing catalyst have been characterized and tested 

in the reaction: CoMo/Al2O3, NiMo/SiO2–Al2O3 and NiW/USY zeolite. Then, the detailed 

analytical composition of feed and products has been used to quantify the main reaction pathways 

of the reaction: HDS, HDN, HDO, HDA and HC. This has been done in a collective way or 
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analyzing individual types of molecules in order to evaluate the catalytic activity of each system 

within the multiple reaction pathways occurring simultaneously.  

 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Catalysts characterization 

Three commercial catalysts have been used in the hydrotreatment of the STO/LCO blend: 

CoMo/Al2O3, NiMo/SiO2–Al2O3 and NiW/USY zeolite. These have been named as CoMo/ALM, 

NiMo/ASA and NiW/USY, respectively. The catalysts have been characterized by means of several 

techniques: (i) the metal content of the catalysts was determined by means of ICP-AES with a X7-II 

Thermo Elemental quadrupole mass spectrometer (Q-ICP-MS), provided with Xt interface and 

concentric nebulizer; (ii) the textural properties were analyzed with N2 adsorption-desorption 

isotherms obtained at -196 °C in a Micromeritics ASAP 2020, after 8 h of degasification at 150 °C. 

Specific surface was calculated using the BET equation, pore volume using t-method and pore size 

distribution and average pore diameter were estimated by BJH method; (iii) the acidic properties 

were determined in a Setaram DSC thermogravimetric-calorimeter analyzer coupled on-line to a 

Balzers Quadstar 422 mass spectrometer by temperature programmed desorption (TPD) up to 

500 °C, of tert-butylamine (t-BA) previously adsorbed at 100 °C. Moreover, the Brønsted to Lewis 

acid site ratio (BAS/LAS) has been determined by FTIR spectroscopy of pre-adsorbed pyridine on 

catalyst wafer in a Nicolet 740 SX. The BAS/LAS has been calculated from the vibrational bands of 

pyridine adsorbed at 1547 and 1455 cm-1, associated with Brønsted and Lewis sites, respectively; 

(iv) the morphology at the nanoscale were determined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 

which have been performed using a SuperTwin CM200 Philips microscope (acceleration voltage, 

200 kV; resolution, 0.235 nm) equipped with a lanthanum hexaboride filament and EDX 

microanalysis system. Each sample preparation began by the dispersion in hexanol, followed by 

deposition and extension of a drop of the solution on a 300 mesh copper grid, coating with a porous 

carbon film and, drying of the sample under vacuum. 

2.2. Hydrotreating unit and conditions 

The runs have been carried out in a fixed bed reactor working with continuous feeding of the blend 

STO/LCO, in the trickle-bed regime. The unit has been extensively described in previous works 

[41,42]. The operation conditions have been the following: temperature, 400 °C; pressure, 80 bar; 

weight hourly space velocity (WHSV), 5 h-1; H2:oil ratio, 1000 Ncm3 cm-3
oil; and time on stream 

(TOS), 8 h. Before the reaction, the catalysts have been sulfided in-situ in a gaseous stream of 

50 cm3 min-1 of H2S:H2 (10 vol%) mixture flow, at 400 °C during 4 h. With the aim of favoring 
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plug flow regime and avoiding temperature gradients within the catalyst bed, the catalyst has been 

mixed with silicon carbide according to the protocol described by Van Herk et al. [43]. 

2.3. Analysis of feeds and products 

The light cycle oil (LCO) used in this work is a byproduct of the catalytic cracking unit (FCC) of 

the refinery located in Muskiz (Biscay, Spain). The scrap tire oil (STO) has been produced using a 

conical spouted bed reactor in a laboratory pyrolysis plant at 500 °C following the procedure 

previously described by Lopez et al. [9]. The STO/LCO blend has been prepared mixing the proper 

amounts of liquids in order to reach 20 vol% of STO. This value has been chosen by accounting the 

standard capacity of an LCO hydrotreating unit and the potential production of STO by delocalized 

pyrolysis units. 

Physicochemical properties of the feeds were determined according to standard procedures: density 

was determined according to ASTM D 4052 Standard and simulated distillation was carried out in 

an Agilent 6890 gas chromatograph provided with a DB-2887 semi-capillary column 

(dimethylpolysiloxane, 10 m, 0.53 mm, 3.00 µm) following the procedure detailed in ASTM D 

2887 Standard. Elemental analysis of the feeds (C-H-N) was carried out in Euro EA Elemental 

Analyzer, sulfur content was measured in a separate module (TruSpec S) and the amount of oxygen 

was obtained by difference. 

For the characterization of the feeds and the reaction liquid products, comprehensive two 

dimensional GC (FID-MS GC×GC) was applied, as described in previous works [6,7]. The system 

consists of an Agilent 7890 gas chromatograph equipped with a flow modulator between primary 

and secondary columns. Primary column was a non-polar DB-5MS capillary column (5% phenyl 

methylpolysiloxane, 30 m, 0.25 mm, 0.25 µm) and secondary column was a polar HP-INNOWax 

capillary column (polyethylene glycol, 5 m, 0.25 mm, 0.5 µm). It was either equipped with a FID 

detector and with an inert XL MSD detector (5975C Mass Spectrometer). This equipment analyzes 

simultaneously each sample under MS and FID, so any assignment performed was verified using 

the mass spec data prior the quantification. 

Speciation of the sulfur compounds has been done in an Agilent 7890A gas chromatograph 

equipped with both FID and PFPD detectors. The separation was performed on a HP-PONA 

capillary column (50 m, 0.20 mm) coated with dimethylpoliysiloxane (film thickness, 0.50 µm). 

For the FT-ICR MS experiments, the sample oils were dissolved in toluene-methanol mixture (1:1 

v/v) to the concentration of 100 µg cm-3 for positive-ion (+)APPI analysis and in methanol to 

50 µg cm-3 for (+)ESI analysis, respectively. All the used solvents were HPLC grade. All mass 

spectrometry experiments were performed using a 12-T Bruker solariX XR FT-ICR mass 
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spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany), equipped with a dynamically harmonized 

Paracell ICR cell and an Apollo-II atmospheric pressure ion source, operating both APPI and ESI. 

The sample introduction to the ion source was done via a syringe pump at a flow rate of 2·10-

3 cm3 min-1. For APPI, the sample was delivered at a flow rate of 7·10-3 cm3 min-1 through the 

heated nebulizer operated at 400 °C under nitrogen sheath gas at 50 psi with the auxiliary port being 

plugged. Dry nitrogen was used as drying and nebulizing gas. The generated ions were accumulated 

in the hexapole ion trap and transferred to the ICR cell for trapping, excitation and detection. The 

data acquisition program used was Bruker Compass ftmsControl 2.1 software. 

For each spectrum, a broadband frequency excitation and detection was carried out by using 300 co-

added 8 MWord time-domain transients, which were summed, full-sine apodized and zero-filled 

once to provide final 16 MWord magnitude-mode data spanning m/z range of 100–2000. External 

mass calibration of all FT-ICR spectra was done using sodium trifluoroacetate (STFA) clusters [44] 

for the ESI measurements and APCI-L tuning mix (Part No. G1969-85010, Agilent Technologies) 

for the APPI experiments. The internal re-calibration was made with respect to the known 

hydrocarbon (HC) class species for the APPI and the N1 / Ox class species for the ESI data. 

For the molecular formula assignment, the parameters were set as follows: double bond equivalent 

(DBE) 0-80; mass error ±1.0 ppm; atomic formula 12C1-100
1H1-200

14N0-4
16O0-12

32S0-4
22Na0-1 (13C and 

34S isotopes were taken into account with the nitrogen rule being followed). The peaks with signal-

to-noise (S/N) ≥ 5 were taken into account. The data post-processing and molecular formula 

assignments were carried out with DataAnalysis 5.0 software (Bruker Daltonics). The homologous 

series for each heteroatom class (members of the same class but a varying carbon number, C#) were 

tabulated according to their respective relative abundance and DBE using Microsoft Excel 

(Microsoft Corporation). For all compounds, both molecular ions (M+•) and protonated molecules 

([M + H]+) were observed with (+)APPI; however, since the relative intensity for M+• was over 

80% for the most abundant compound classes, the data have been presented for the radical ions 

only. With (+)ESI, either [M + H]+ or [M + Na]+ ions were observed. DBE indicates the number of 

rings and double bonds (degree of unsaturation) of a specific molecule and was calculated as 

follows: 

 c h n o s
h nDBE (C H N O S ) = c 1
2 2

− + +  (1) 

Note that M+• ions have integer DBE, while [M + H]+ ions have non-integer DBE, and can thus be 

easily distinguished. 

3. Results 
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3.1. Catalyst properties 

Attending to the content of metals in the catalysts, it can be seen in Table 1 that all of them have the 

typical metal concentrations of both the main phase (Mo or W) and that of the precursor (Co or Ni). 

NiW/USY catalyst stands out with the greatest main phase concentration (22.7 wt% of W), with a 

value twice and three times higher than that of the other catalysts. Figure 1 shows the main textural 

(Figure 1a) and acidic (Figure 1b) features of the catalysts employed. Focusing on textural 

properties, the values of the surface area (SBET) are partially correlated with the micropore area 

(SM) and at the same time with the average pore size: NiW/USY has the highest SBET (317 m2 g-1) 

and SM (184 m2 g-1), while the smallest pore size (4.3 nm), NiMo/ASA has the intermediate values 

of SBET (208 m2 g-1), SM (45 m2 g-1) and pore size (7.4 nm) and on the other side, CoMo/ALM has 

the lowest SBET (144 m2 g-1) and SM (4 m2 g-1), while the biggest pore size (10.8 nm). On regard to 

the acidic features (Figure 1b), the values of total acidity are partially correlated with the acidic 

strength and BAS/LAS: NiW/USY has the lowest acidity (0.405 mmolt-BA g-1), while the greatest 

acidic strength (550 J mmol-1
t-BA) and BAS/LAS (2.39), NiMo/ASA has the intermediate values of 

acidity (0.458 mmolt-BA g-1), acidic strength (534 J mmol-1t-BA) and BAS/LAS (2.25) and on the 

other side, CoMo/ALM has the greatest acidity (0.542 mmolt-BA g-1), while the lowest acid strength 

(511 J mmol-1t-BA) and BAS/LAS (2.16). The metal loading could influence the total acidity of the 

catalyst [45], however given the different support natures and metallic loading, this correlation 

cannot be established. On the other hand, the number of BAS seems to be correlated with the acid 

strength of the catalyst (separated experiments) so that BAS can be identified with those sites of 

greater acid strength. 

Table 1 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 shows the main features of the catalysts at the nanoscale using TEM imaging. CoMo/ALM 

(Figure 2a) and NiMo/ASA (Figure 2b) catalysts display a mesoporous texture with disordered 

distribution and a chaotic segregation of darker planes corresponding to piles of metals, i.e. mainly 

phases of Mo, which is the main metal on both catalysts (Table 1), after Co or Ni. NiW/USY 

catalyst (Figure 2c) displays ordered microporous texture within zeolite crystals of about 400-700 

nm and darker areas of Ni and W metallic phases. Upon sulfidation, all catalysts show the stacks of 

sulfide metallic phases of Mo or W. In this sense, NiMo/ASA catalyst (Figure 2e) has a higher 

stacking degree than its counterparts: CoMo/ALM (Figure 2d) and NiW/USY catalysts (Figure 2f). 

Figure 2 

3.2. Properties of the feedstock 
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A detailed compositional analysis of the two individual constituents of the blending (LCO and 

STO) has been undertaken by means of combining the measurements of density, simulated 

distillation, elemental analysis, FID-MS GC×GC and APPI/ESI FT-ICR MS. Despite having 

identical densities (Table 2), the profiles of boiling of both LCO and STO are quite different 

(Table 2): the initial boiling points (IBP) are relatively similar (∆T = 13.7 °C), but as the fraction 

distilled increase from 50 up to 95 wt% so it does the difference in boiling points (T50 and T95), 

with ∆T of 25.4 and 108.6, respectively. The final boiling point (FBP) difference is about 99.0 °C. 

This trend indicates that STO has a more heterogeneous composition with the presence of heavy 

and bulky molecules with boiling points higher than 380 °C and C# > 20, typical of the tars derived 

from the tire thermal cracking or pyrolysis. On the other hand, LCO is a distillation cut from the 

FCC fractionator, and hence, the boiling point distribution is relatively narrower and lighter 

compared with STO. Taking the elemental composition of the feeds in Table 2, STO has a higher 

concentration of heteroatoms (sulfur, nitrogen and oxygen) than LCO, which turns out reactants for 

any further hydroprocessing reaction. As for the H/C ratio, there is not any significant difference 

between LCO and STO to explain the greater or lower insaturation degree of those feeds.  

Table 2 

The results of the FID GC×GC and APPI FT-ICR MS of the individual blend constituents have 

been represented in Figures 3a-b and Figures 3c-d, respectively. These results represent the 

composition of LCO and STO within the region created by DBE and C# [46]. This type of graphs 

have been fruitfully used for the analysis of petroleum derived fractions [28,47], biomass derived 

pyrolysis oils [31,48], SARA fractions [49,50] and scrap tire oil [51] among other applications. 

Both FID GC×GC and APPI FT-ICR MS techniques have enough precision to resolve the structure 

of each hydrocarbon molecule or its heteroatomic counterpart (with Nn, Oo or Ss). The color-coded 

abundance plots shown in Figure 3 represent the summation of the abundance of molecules with the 

same combination of DBE and number of carbons. More specifically, Figures 3c-d represent the 

fraction of molecules detected that do not have heteroatoms (n, o and s = 0) and are hydrocarbons, 

namely CH species. Additionally, the intensities in the abundance plots have been projected into the 

DBE or C# axes in order to obtain the bar plots represented in the same Figure 3. The other main 

compound classes detected with APPI were N1, S1, and O1–3. Also, a few minor compound classes, 

like N1O1–2, and S1O1, were also detected but not further discussed here.  

The results of FID GC×GC (Figure 3a-c) indicate that LCO has a narrow distribution of species 

with C# = 8–18 with a maximum in C# = 11–12, whereas, STO has a broader distribution of species 

within C# = 6–25 and without a clear maximum. As for the DBE, LCO shows three maxima with 

values of 0, 4 and 7, which correspond to paraffins (n-paraffins or isoparaffins), 1- and 2-ring 
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aromatics, respectively. In the case of STO, two maxima are observed, those corresponding to 

paraffins and 1-ring aromatics, being the concentration of the paraffins about 3 times bigger than 

that of monoaromatics. The results of APPI FT-ICR MS (Figure 3d-f) indicate a bimodal carbon 

number distribution of species in the LCO with a maximum at C# = 15–16, observing a 

displacement of C# = 4 with regard to the results obtained with the FID GC×GC. On its side, STO 

shows a bimodal distribution with a maximum in C# = 20–24, also heavier than the distribution 

obtained by FID GC×GC. With regard to the degree of unsaturation, LCO shows three maxima at 

DBE values of 4, 7–8 and 10, corresponding to 1-, 2- and 3-ring aromatics, respectively; while, 

STO shows a unimodal distribution centered in a DBE value of 10. Both samples (LCO and STO) 

have very similar densities and amount of aromatics, as observed in Table 1. Thus, we could not 

correlate between these two parameters. 

Thereupon, comparing the results of each of the feeds and using different techniques, it is clear that 

there is a big difference between the data obtained with each technique. Note the singular scales of 

the of FID GC×GC and APPI FT-ICR MS graphs. This difference in the analysis is due to the fact 

that FID GC×GC is more sensitive to analyze lighter and paraffinic species, while APPI FT-ICR 

MS is more sensitive to analyze bulkier and condensed-aromatic species because the low mass cut-

off and poor ionization efficiency restrict the use of FT-ICR MS at this mass range [52,53]. The 

results provided by the FID GC×GC with the FID are qualitative for the CH species, which is the 

most abundant class, and makes the techniques very useful for acquiring a more realistic view of the 

constituents [54] up to species with C# of 28 and DBE of 10. Approaching quantitative results by 

APPI FT-ICR MS is a recurrent issue which depends on several aspects, mainly the nature of the 

species to be detected and possible presence of interfering matrix compounds (i.e., ion suppression 

effects). Among the common API techniques with FT-ICR MS, APPI has been shown to possess 

less problems in these regards [55]. On the other hand, the molecular resolution of APPI FT-ICR 

MS, by means of number of species detected, is several orders of magnitude higher than FID 

GC×GC, reaching the detection of species with C# up to 50 and DBE up to 25. 

Figure 3 

The chemical group distribution shown in Table 2 has been obtained from the integration of results 

plotted in Figure 3a-c. Table 2 shows the chemical group distribution of the feeds obtained by 

means of multiple techniques: density, simulated distillation (SD), elementary analysis, FID 

GC×GC, APPI/ESI FT-ICR MS, and PFPD GC. The results of the FID GC×GC demonstrate that 

LCO contains 34.25 wt% paraffins, 3.65 wt% naphthenes and 62.1 wt% aromatics, whereas STO 

contains 38.17 wt% paraffins, 5.59 wt% naphthenes and 56.24 wt% aromatics. The results of 
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APPI/ESI FT-ICR MS corroborate the fact that STO is heavier in terms of carbon number 

(Figure 3) and boiling point (Table 2) than STO.  

As listed in Table 3, elemental sulfur accounts for 10212 ppm on LCO and 11200 ppm on STO. 

Although their elemental composition is quite similar, the sulfur species that can be found in LCO 

and STO are rather different. LCO contains the common sulfur compounds that are usually found in 

this type of refinery streams: (i) reactive compounds in HDS formed by benzothiophene (BT) and 

its alkyl homologues (MxBT); and (ii) refractory compounds formed by dibenzothiophene (DBT) 

and its alkyl homologues (MxDBT). Reactive compounds are the most abundant species accounting 

for 6603 ppm of elementary sulfur. On the other hand, benzothiazole (BTZ), not present in LCO, is 

the most abundant sulfur compound in STO (accounting for 3663 ppm of total sulfur), and comes 

from the sulfur added in the vulcanization process to modify the polymeric structure of the rubber in 

order to obtain cross-linked structures to enhance mechanical properties, resistance and durability of 

the tires [56]. Furthermore, dibenzothiophene type structures can be also found in STO, being 

M2DBT and M3DBT the most abundant groups with 3341 and 3294 ppm, respectively. As it was 

expected, a whole distribution of the sulfur species can be found in STO/LCO blend, being the 

reactive species the most abundant accounting for 6015 ppm. Even though, the amount of refractory 

species in the STO/LCO blend is higher than that of the LCO, so its hydrodesulfurization will be 

more challenging. The results of the APPI FT-ICR MS of the LCO and STO feeds (presented in 

Figure S1, Supporting Information) reveal that the most predominant sulfur species in both samples 

are alkylated benzothiophenes (DBE = 6) and alkylated dibenzothiophenes (DBE = 9). On the other 

hand, STO sulfur species are heavier and lay in a broader distribution compared to these of the 

LCO. 

According to the compositional similarities, STO has the proper composition to be blended with the 

LCO prior the hydrotreatment of the latter. The results of the composition of the STO/LCO blend 

will be displayed below together with the products of hydrotreating for better comparing the 

performance of the catalysts. 

Table 2 

3.2. Hydrocracking and hydrodearomatization 

To assess the extent of hydrocracking (HC) and hydrodearomatization (HDA) reactions occurring in 

hydroprocessing, both FID GC×GC and APPI FT-ICR MS techniques can give essential 

information. In the DBE vs. C# graph, the relative abundance changes downwards or leftwards 

correspond to hydrogenation (lowering DBE) or hydrocracking (lowering C#), respectively [57]. 

The results of the analysis of the reactant (STO/LCO blend) and products from its hydroprocessing 
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using CoMo/ALM, NiMo/ASA or NiW/USY catalysts at 400 °C are displayed in Figures 4 and 5. 

The results of FID GC×GC (Figure 4) indicate that the STO/LCO blend assembles qualitatively the 

same species analyzed in the individual components (Figures 3a-b) and quantitatively by combining 

the amount of species corresponding to 80 % of LCO and 20 % of STO. The STO/LCO blend 

contains significant amount of species with DBE = 4, 7 and 10, and C# = 15+ species (with a 

maximum in C# = 11). More specifically, significant amounts of tetramethyl benzene (C# = 10, 

DBE = 4) and dimethyl naphthalene (C# = 12, DBE = 7) have been detected in the blend. The 

hydroprocessing products are very similar regardless the use of CoMo/ALM, NiMo/ASA or 

NiW/USY catalysts. In the products, several fractions have converted, such as the ones with 

DBE = 7, 10 and C# = 15+, into lighter and more hydrogenated products, such as the ones with 

DBE = 5 and C# = 15+. In fact, we observe a concentration increase of 1-ring aromatics (DBE = 4) 

and paraffins (DBE = 0) from values of 27 to ca. 38 wt% and of 28 to ca. 44 wt%, respectively. 

More specifically, significant amounts of polyalkyl benzenes or dimethyl tetralin (C# = 12, 

DBE = 5), and paraffins with C# = 11–12. Thus, a sequenced hydrogenation of aromatic rings 

(dimethyl naphthalene → dimethyl tetralin) and ring opening of naphthenic rings (dimethyl 

tetralin → polyalkyl benzenes or C12 paraffins occur. Being the extent of this sequence relatively 

similar for each catalyst employed. NiW/USY catalyst shows slightly better hydrogenation 

performance mainly caused by its higher metallic loading (Table 1) and the higher surface exposure 

(Figure 1a). Moreover, the higher and stronger acidity of NiW/USY catalyst should be responsible 

of enhanced ring opening reactions, facilitating the initial hydrogenation reactions by avoiding the 

possible thermodynamic control of these reactions.  

In terms of hydrocracking, STO/LCO blend has a wide carbon distribution with a maximum in C# = 

11–12, while for the products a narrower distribution is obtained with a maximum shifted towards 

C# = 12–13. The carbon number distribution indicates that the heavier C15+ fraction from the blend 

and more specifically from the STO has been hydrocracked into lighter diesel fraction (C11-12). In 

addition, the degree of hydrocracking is relatively similar for all catalysts used. NiMo/ASA and 

NiW/USY shows somewhat better hydrocracking performance as consequence of their higher total 

acidity and acidic strength (Figure 1b). Besides, ring opening reactions can be circumscribed to 

hydrocracking, do not decrease the number of carbons but have a very positive effect on 

accelerating hydrogenation reactions and improve the quality of products (gasoline and diesel) 

[45,58,59]. As previously mentioned, these ring opening reactions are faster over NiW/USY 

catalyst. 

Figure 4 
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The distributions of CH species for the blend and products obtained by means of APPI FT-ICR MS 

are shown in Figure 5. As it happened for the individual components, the number and distribution 

of species obtained for the blend (Figure 5a) by this technique is different than that obtained by FID 

GC×GC (Figure 4). APPI FT-ICR MS shows that the feed contains species with C# up to ∼45 and 

DBE up to 25. The molecular distribution in terms of carbon number shows a bimodal distribution 

or two clusters of species with maxima at C# = 16 and 20–21. The first one is strongly linked with 

LCO and the second one has a greater contribution of STO. The most abundant species in the blend 

correspond to highly alkylated 2-ring aromatics (DBE = 7), followed by highly alkylated 2- and 

1-ring aromatics (DBE = 10 and 4, respectively). In terms of the products of CoMo/ALM catalyst 

(Figure 5b), the first cluster of species (at C# = 16) remains unaffected whereas the second one (at 

20–21) increases due to the hydrocracking of heavier C25+ species. At the same time, highly 

alkylated 3- and 2-ring aromatics are hydrogenated to highly alkylated 1-ring aromatics. The 

products obtained with the NiMo/ASA catalyst are similar in composition (Figure 5c) to these of 

CoMo/ALM catalyst, so that their hydrocracking and hydrodearomatization activities are similar. 

On the other hand, NiW/USY catalyst (Figure 5d) yields (i) greater fraction of lighter species 

(around C# = 16), (ii) more concertation of species in the cluster around C# = 20–21, while (iii) 

lower fraction of the heaviest C25+ species. In fact, this catalyst is particularly efficient for 

hydrogenating highly alkylated 3-ring aromatics (DBE = 10). As observed in the results of FID 

GC×GC (Figure 4), NiW/USY catalyst has the fastest rates of hydrocracking and hydrogenation 

due to its higher total acidity and acidic strength (Figure 1b). However, these rates are not enough to 

promote an aromatic oversaturation. This effect is accompanied with a low utilization of hydrogen 

and considerable yield of light paraffins with a lower value [60]. 

Figure 5 

3.3. Hydrodesulfurization 

One of main goal of hydroprocessing is to remove the content of heteroatoms, especially sulfur, 

from the feedstock. Table 3 summarizes the sulfur and sulfur species concentrations of the feed and 

products as obtained by PFPD GC analysis. These concentrations could be anticipated by the 

concentration of the individual components of the blend shown in Table 2. Besides, Table 3 also 

displays the sulfur and sulfur species concentrations of the products. The STO/LCO blend has a 

total sulfur content of 10410 ppm with 3116 ppm of alkylated DBTs (M2 and M3DBT). In the 

products, the sulfur content drops to 325–214 ppm with conversion higher than 97 %. CoMo/ALM 

catalyst is the most effective towards reducing the total sulfur concentration while NiW/USY 

catalyst is the most efficient to decrease alkylated DBTs. These species are the most refractory 

among sulfur ones, especially if their substituents are located in 4- and 6- positions [61,62]. All 
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catalysts remove completely species such as benzothiazole (only present in the STO, 3663 ppm, 

Table 2), benzothiophene and its alkyl derivatives.  

Additionally, sulfur containing compounds (the S1 class) have been characterized by APPI FT-ICR 

MS. The results are shown in Figure 6. In the blend (Figure 6a), the S1 species are distributed along 

a wide range of DBEs (2–19) and C# (8–40), but the most abundant species correspond to highly 

alkylated benzothiophenes (BTs, DBE = 6) and lowly alkylated dibenzothiophenes (DBTs, 

DBE = 9), particularly 4,6-M2DBT (C# = 14 and DBE = 9). Benzothiazole (C# = 7, DBE = 6) has 

being detected in the STO/LCO blend using APPI FT-ICR MS but within the S1N1 class. The 

projection of the distribution of carbon number shows a bi-modal distribution with their maxima 

centered at C# = 14 and 19. The overall abundance of S1 species considerably decreases with all the 

hydrotreating catalysts in the following order CoMo/ALM < NiW/USY < NiMo/ASA. Note that the 

scale of the projections between the feed and the products has decreased almost one order of 

magnitude. Sulfur molecules with more than C# = 26 and less than C# = 10 have been totally 

removed with all the catalysts, at the same time the removal of alkylated BTs is very efficient in 

particular with the CoMo/ALM catalyst. In terms of carbon distribution, NiMo/ASA catalyst has a 

homogeneous HDS activity along the carbon number, whereas CoMo/ALM and particularly 

NiW/USY catalysts are more selective towards the removal of the heavier C20+ sulfur fraction. The 

differences in the sulfur speciation results provided by PFPD GC and APPI FT-ICR MS are 

attributed to the fact that each technique is more sensitive to analyze the lighter C12- or heavier C12+ 

fractions, respectively. The results of PFPD GC and APPI FT-ICR MS confirm that the reactivity 

and disappearance of DBT species is the rate determining step among the HDS pathways with all 

the catalyst employed. 

The enhanced HDS activity of CoMo/ALM catalyst over the rest is due to a number of intrinsic 

advantages: (i) broader pores of 10.8 nm (Figure 1a), which improves the accessibility of the 

bulkiest sulfur molecules from STO; (ii) highest total acidity (0.542 mmolt-BA g-1, Figure 1b), which 

is crucial for HDS [6]; (iii) greater metallic edge accessibility (Figure 2d) and optimal Co/Mo ratio 

(0.23, Table 1) for boosting hydrogenolysis reactions instead of hydrogenation ones [63]. 

Furthermore, considering the higher sulfur removal (Figure 6b) and the moderate aromatics removal 

(Figure 5b) obtained, it can be concluded that CoMo/ALM catalyst promotes the direct 

desulfurization over the indirect pathway of hydrogenation and desulfurization [64]. 

Table 3 

Figure 6 

3.4. Hydrodenitrogenation 
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Nitrogen species present in both STO and LCO (Table 2) can be divided into two groups: (i) basic 

species, that adsorb on the acidic sites of the catalyst; and (ii) non-basic species, that adsorb on the 

metal sulfide active sites of the catalyst [65]. Consequently, the fact that N species inhibit HDS 

reactions makes their removal a prior target in hydroprocessing [17]. Figure 7 shows the DBE vs. 

carbon number distribution of N1 species assigned from positive-ion ESI FT-ICR mass spectra. ESI 

instead of APPI was used as it is more sensitive toward nitrogen compounds (does not efficiently 

ionize CH species). The STO/LCO blend has nitrogen species distributed along a wide range of 

species (C# = 6–43; DBE = 0–23), with maxima at C# = 15–18 and DBE = 9–13. These species 

correspond to alkylated indoles, carbazoles, benzocarbazoles, quinolines and acridines with diverse 

degree of aromatic condensation (corresponding DBEs are 6, 9, 12, 7 and 10, respectively). The 

hydrotreated products using the three catalysts show an efficient removal of the heaviest and more 

condensed C25+ nitrogen fraction, with a significant increase of lighter fraction with C# = 14–16 and 

DBE = 4–9, corresponding to lighter and less aromatic carbazoles, indoles and quinolines [66]. 

Together with the overall decrease of abundance of nitrogen species, a parallel shift in the profiles 

of DBE and carbon number occur, so that nitrogen species suffer parallel HDN, HDA and HC 

reactions. These parallel reactions, not observed for sulfur species and HDS performance (Figure 6), 

are linked to the intrinsic HDN mechanisms on transition metal based catalysts, which requires the 

prior aromatic ring hydrogenation and probable ring opening reactions [35,37,67]. 

Figure 7 

The HDN performance of the NiW/USY catalyst stood out, which can be correlated to the 

following advantages: (i) acid sites with greater strength (550 J mmol-1t-BA) and higher proportion 

of BAS/LAS (2.39), as shown in Figure 1b, which improves the adsorption and reaction of basic 

nitrogen compounds [68]; and (ii) high loading (Table 1) of highly stacked WS2 crystals 

(Figure 2f). At the same time, the greater HDN activity of NiW/USY catalyst can be ascribed to the 

faster rates of parallel HDA and HC of nitrogen species, which ultimately make nitrogen more 

accessible to the reaction. 

3.5. Hydrodeoxygenation 

The oxygen content of the conventional petroleum-derived stocks is less than 2 wt%, with an 

average value of 0.5 wt% [69] and reaching values up to 8 wt% for asphaltenes and resins. The 

mainstream in hydrodeoxygenation (HDO) deals with the conversion of biomass-derived stocks 

instead of the petroleum-derived ones [70,71]. Figure 8 shows the DBE vs. C# distributions of O1 

species assigned from APPI FT-ICR mass spectra. Among the main heteroatomic species, O1 is the 

less abundant class according to the total relative summation of abundances. The oxygen containing 

species in the STO/LCO blend cover a wide range of species (C# = 10–35; DBE = 5–18) with a 
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maximum at C# = 20 and DBE = 20. These species are alkylated furans with several degrees of 

aromatic condensation, in particular alkylated dibenzofurans (DBE = 9). The hydrotreated products 

using the three catalysts have suffered a selective HDO of alkylated naphthobenzofuranes with 

certain degree of formation of hydrogenated oxygen species with DBE ≈ 4–5 and hydrocracked 

oxygen species with C# = 8, 14 and 17. These observations lead to conclude that during HDO, 

oxygenated species suffer parallel HDA and HC which makes oxygen moieties more accessible to 

the metallic sites of the catalysts. The abundance of dibenzofurans remains almost unchanged 

between the blend and all the catalysts, proving that dibenzofurans are relatively unreactive. 

In the conditions studied, the better HDO performance is obtained with the NiMo/ASA catalyst. 

Given the fact that the surface, metallic and acidic properties of this particular catalyst (Figure 1) 

are intermediate between the three, a higher performance should be attributed to the particular 

behavior of the metallic phase (Ni and Mo) over the rest of the phases, as proved before [72]. 

Additional routes are dehydration catalyzed by acid sites, and decarboxylation-decarbonylation 

catalyzed by the metallic phases, particularly Ni [73]. Even though quite good results were also 

obtained with NiW/USY catalyst, NiW catalysts require much higher metallic exposure than NiMo 

catalyst in order to have comparable activity [74]. 

Figure 8 

 

4. Discussion 

Screening and comparing the performance of hydrotreating catalysts to upgrade the STO/LCO 

blend is difficult due to the multiplicity of reactions involved in the process. In order to facilitate 

this discrimination, we have defined a number of conversions as listed in Table 4. Each conversion 

(Xi) is assigned to the disappearance of a fraction/abundance (Ci) of the total species analyzed, and 

thus normalized, by each technique indicated in Table 4 too. Then each conversion has been 

calculated as follows: 

i ifeed products
i

i feed

C C
X

C

−
=  (2) 

Table 4 

The conversions defined in Table 4 have been represented for the three catalysts in Figure 9. 

Figure 9a shows the HC and HDA performance of the catalysts. NiW/USY catalyst has the best HC 

and HDA performances particularly in the conversion of high boiling point hydrocarbons 

(BP380+SD and BP420+SD), species with more than C# = 20 and 30 (C20+CH and C30+CH, 
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respectively) and highly condensed aromatic species (D7+CH and D9+CH). CoMo/ALM and 

NiMo/ASA catalyst share similar HC and HDA activities, but lower than these of NiW/USY 

catalyst. CoMo/ALM show greater conversion of high boiling point hydrocarbons (BP420+SD) 

compared with NiMo/ASA which can only be linked with a greater C-C hydrogenolysis 

performance of CoMo against NiMo [75], and the higher number of acid sites (Figure 1b). Note that 

the rest of acid properties of NiMo/ALM catalyst have greater values than these of the CoMo/ALM 

catalyst (Figure 1b). 

In terms of HDS activity, Figure 9b shows the values of S species removal using different 

techniques. All values are higher than 0.8 so that the scale of this graph has changed between 0.8–

1.0. CoMo/ALM catalyst shows a greater HDS activity in terms of the removal of total sulfur (TS 

and TPFPD), heavy S species (C20+S), alkylated benzothiophene (D6) and alkylated 

dibenzothiophenes (D9S, D9PFPD and D9C14PFPD). The following catalyst in terms of HDS 

activity (by means of all conversions defined before) is NiW/USY catalyst, and then NiMo/ASA 

catalyst. 

In terms of HDN and HDO activity, Figures 9c and 9d shows the values of N and O species 

removal using different techniques. For HDN performance, all values are higher than 0.8 so that the 

scale of this graph has changed between 0.8–1.0. NiW/USY catalyst displays the highest HDN 

activity in terms of removing total nitrogen (TN), and heavy N species (C20+N and C30+N). 

CoMo/ALM catalyst has lower HDN activity in terms of the direct denitrification reaction but 

higher indirect hydrogenation and, thus, displays higher hydrogenation of highly condensed 

aromatics with N (D8.5N, D10.5N and D12.5N). Interestingly, in terms of HDO performance 

NiMo/ASA catalyst displays the greatest activity, with higher conversions of total oxygenates (TO), 

heavy O species (C20+O and C30+O), alkylated dibenzofurans (D9O) and highly condensed 

aromatics with O (D10+O). So, it can be concluded that NiW/USY catalyst shows a better overall 

performance. 

Unfortunately, there is not a single technique that is able to fulfill the broad chemical composition 

of the feed and the products accurately. FID GC×GC is very reliable in terms of the concentration 

of light fractions and aliphatics (paraffins, and naphthenes). On the other hand, APPI/ESI FT-ICR 

MS is very reliable in terms of the detection of heavy hydrocarbons and aromatics. Simulated 

distillation can get a complete picture of the analyte, but the information obtained is rather limited. 

Figure 9 

The results shown in this work indicate that the overall mechanisms of HDS, HDN, HDA, HDO 

and HC are the same for all the catalyst studied. The final catalytic performance materialized in the 
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indices of Table 4 and Figure 9 cannot be directly linked with any particular feature of the catalyst 

but a combination of factors including the reaction media composition. However, the methodology 

to quantify the catalytic performance developed in this work can be used to getting a more precise 

picture of the “activity”, in order to make structure-activity correlations in the future. 

 

5. Conclusions 

In this work, we have tested three industrial catalysts (CoMo/Al2O3, NiMo/SiO2-Al2O3 and 

NiW/USY zeolite) in the hydroprocessing of a blend of scrap tire oil (STO, 20 vol%) and light 

cycle oil (LCO). Using industrially relevant hydroprocessing conditions, these catalysts perform 

relatively similar among them, producing high quality fuels with significantly less concertation of 

contaminants such as sulfur, nitrogen or oxygen. Taking the different features of the catalyst in 

terms metallic and acidic sites, the similar performance is due to the rate controlling effect of the 

heaviest molecules of the feed, particularly present in the STO. 

Combining the results of FID-MS GC×GC and APPI/ESI FT-ICR MS, which are complementary 

techniques, we can obtain a faithful picture of the composition of the feed and products, getting 

insights into individual and collective conversions of species within the main reaction pathways: 

hydrodesulfurization, hydrodenitrogenation, hydrodeoxygenation, hydrodearomatization and 

hydrocracking. 

Strengthening the quantitative effort is important to asses a catalytic performance comparison, 

which lead to conclude the following: (i) CoMo/Al2O3 catalyst has shown the highest 

hydrodesulfurization rate as a consequence of its superior exposure of the metal, its higher total 

acidity and higher average pore size, altogether boosting the direct desulfurization reactions; (ii) 

NiMo/SiO2-Al2O3 catalyst shows a good performance in hydrocracking and hydrodearomatization, 

but it excels in hydrodeoxygenation due to its higher dispersion and concentration of Brønsted 

acidic sites (promoting also decarbonylation and decarboxylation reactions); and (iii) NiW/USY 

catalyst has shown very interesting results in hydrodenitrogenation, hydrocracking and 

hydrodearomatization, especially in the removal of polyaromatics, as a consequence of its superior 

acidic properties.  

This work galvanizes the need of combining different analytical techniques to assess the 

composition of complex feed and products in catalytic processing and treat the results quantitatively 

in order to faithfully understand the kinetics and catalytic behavior.  
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Table 1. Metal content of the fresh catalysts measured by means of ICP-AES. 

Catalyst CoMo/ALM NiMo/ASA NiW/USY  
Co (wt%) 2.83 – – 
Mo (wt%) 12.2 7.31 – 
Ni (wt%) – 2.98 4.54 
W (wt%) – – 22.7 
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Table 2. Main physicochemical properties of the LCO, STO and their blend (STO/LCO). The standard 

deviation of all single values can be regarded as < 5%. 

 LCO STO 
Density, 15 °C (g mL) 0.887 0.894 
Simulated distillation (SD)   

IBP–FBP (°C)  95.7–438.0 109.4–537.9 
T50–T95 (°C) 288.6–381.3 314.0–489.9 

Elementary analysis (wt%)   
C 89.56 87.20 
H 9.37 10.62 
S 1.02 1.12 
N 0.67 0.72 
O 0.51 0.53 

FID GC×GC (wt%)   
Paraffins  34.25 38.17 
Naphtenes 3.65 5.59 
Aromatics 62.10 56.24 

1-ring  31.10 31.74 
2-rings  25.50 20.35 
3-rings  5.50 4.16 

APPI FT-ICR MS (abundance %)   
Paraffins and naphtenes 1.00 16.30 
Aromatics 99.00 83.70 

1-ring  15.48 13.66 
2-rings  53.29 26.14 
3-rings 21.87 17.89 
4-rings 6.88 12.78 
5+-rings 1.49 13.22 

ESI FT-ICR MS (abundance %)   
Paraffins and naphtenes 2.48 – 
Aromatics 97.52 100.00 

1-ring  7.47 12.89 
2-rings  40.55 46.48 
3-rings 14.20 24.45 
4-rings 32.05 16.18 
5+-rings 3.25 – 

PFPD GC (ppm)   
Benzotiazol – 3663 
BT 344 – 
M1BT 1414 – 
M2BT 2204 – 
M3BT 2641 – 
DBT 208 176 
M1DBT 1093 726 
M2DBT 1255 3341 
M3DBT 981 3294 
Sulfur 10212 11200 
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Table 3. Sulfur speciation of reaction products in the hydroprocessing of the STO/LCO blend. 

 STO/LCO CoMo/ALM NiMo/ASA NiW/USY  
DBT (ppm) 259 – – – 
M1 DBT (ppm) 1020 23 35 92 
M2 DBT(ppm) 1672 88 168 111 
M3 DBT (ppm) 1444 80 122 41 
Sulfur (ppm) 10410 214 325 222 
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Table 4. Definitions of conversions assigned to establish the catalysts screening. 

Conversion Technique Ci 
Hydrocracking (HC) 

BP380+SD SD Fraction with a boiling point higher than 380 °C 
BP420+SD SD Fraction with a boiling point higher than 420 °C 
C20+FID FID GC×GC Fraction of species with more than 20 carbons 
C20+CH APPI FT-ICR MS Abundance of CH species with more than 30 carbons  
C30+CH APPI FT-ICR MS Abundance of CH species with more than 30 carbons 

Hydrodearomatization (HDA) 
D7+FID FID GC×GC Fraction of species with DBE > 7 (2-rings aromatics) 
D9+FID FID GC×GC Fraction of species with DBE > 9 
D7+CH APPI FT-ICR MS Abundance of CH species with DBE > 7 (2-rings aromatics) 
D9+CH APPI FT-ICR MS Abundance of CH species with DBE > 9  

Hydrodesulfurization (HDS) 
TS APPI FT-ICR MS Abundance of S species 
C20+S APPI FT-ICR MS Abundance of S species with more than 20 carbons 
D6S APPI FT-ICR MS Abundance of S species with DBE = 6 (alkylated BTs) 
D9S APPI FT-ICR MS Abundance of S species with DBE = 9 (alkylated DBTs) 
TPFPD PFPD GC Fraction of S species 
D9PFPD PFPD GC Fraction of S species with DBE = 9 (alkylated DBTs) 
D9C14PFPD PFPD GC Fraction of M2DBT 

Hydrodenitrification (HDN) 
TN ESI FT-ICR MS Abundance of N species 
C20+N ESI FT-ICR MS Abundance of N species with more than 20 carbons 
C30+N ESI FT-ICR MS Abundance of N species with more than 30 carbons 
D8.5N ESI FT-ICR MS Abundance of N species with DBE = 8.5 (protonated) 
D10.5N ESI FT-ICR MS Abundance of N species with DBE = 10.5 (protonated) 
D12.5N ESI FT-ICR MS Abundance of N species with DBE = 12.5 (protonated) 

Hydrodeoxygenation (HDO) 
TO APPI FT-ICR MS Abundance of O species 
C20+O APPI FT-ICR MS Abundance of O species with more than 20 carbons 
C30+O APPI FT-ICR MS Abundance of O species with more than 30 carbons 
D9O APPI FT-ICR MS Abundance of O species with DBE = 9 (alkylated dibenzofurans) 
D10+O APPI FT-ICR MS Abundance of O species with DBE > 10 
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Figure 1. Textural a) and acidic b) properties of used catalysts.
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Figure 2. TEM micrographs of the CoMo/ALM catalyst fresh a) and sulfided d); NiMo/ASA catalyst fresh 
b) and sulfided e); and, NiW/USY catalyst fresh c) and sulfided f).  
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Figure 3. Composition of LCO and STO measured by means of comprehensive gas chromatography a-b) 
and of APPI FT-ICR MS c-d) according to CH species. The scale bar represents relative abundance (RA) for 
the color-coded DBE vs carbon number (C#) plots. 
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Figure 4. Color-coded abundance plots of DBE versus carbon number for CH species in the feedstock a) and 
obtained products b–d). Results obtained by means of FID GC×GC. The scale bar represents relative 
abundance (RA) within the compound class.  
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Figure 5. Color-coded abundance plots of DBE versus carbon number for CH species in the feedstock a) and 
obtained products b–d). Results obtained by means of APPI FT-ICR MS. The scale bar represents relative 
abundance (RA) within the compound class. 
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Figure 6. Color-coded abundance plots of DBE versus carbon number for S1 species in the feedstock a) and 
obtained products b–d). Results obtained by means of APPI FT-ICR MS. The scale bar represents relative 
abundance (RA) within the compound class. 
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Figure 7. Color-coded abundance plots of DBE versus carbon number for N1 species in the feedstock a) and 
obtained products b–d). Results obtained by means of ESI FT-ICR MS. The scale bar represents relative 
abundance (RA) within the compound class. 
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Figure 8. Color-coded abundance plots of DBE versus carbon number for O1 species in the feedstock a) and 
obtained products b–d). Results obtained by means of APPI FT-ICR MS. The scale bar represents relative 
abundance (RA) within the compound class. 
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Figure 9. Conversions reached for the different goals with all the studied catalysts: a) HC and HDA 
performance, b) HDS performance, c) HDN performance and d) HDO performance. For HDS and HDN 
performances, all values are higher than 0.8 so that the scale of this graph has changed between 0.8–
1.0. 
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